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PAPER 5

PARTS ONE AND TWO

TEST ONE

PAPER 5 SPEAKING 19 minutes
PART ONE (3 MINUTES)

GENERAL AND SOCIAL

Questions that may be addressed to either candidate.

• Whereabouts do you live?
• Could you describe the areal city you live in?
• What do you like / dislike about the area / city you live in?
• Can you describe the building you live in?
• Who do you live with and do you get on well with them?

• What's your favourite kind of music/performer/band?
• What's the best concert you've ever been to?
• What's the worst concert you've ever been to?
• What kind(s) of music/ artist(s) is/ are popular in your country at the moment?
• Do fashions in music change rapidly in your country?

PART TWO (4 MINUTES)

CAREERS

For both candidates.
Choose two of the pictures on page 171 and describe what is happening in each of them.
(1 minute)
Now look at all of the pictures and answer one of these questions.
Which picture most closely corresponds with your own situation or how you see yourself in the future and which
the least?
Which picture most closely corresponds with what you would most like to do and which the least?
Give your reasons in each case.
(3 minutes)
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PART THREE (12 MINUTES)

PART THREE
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CHANGE AND STABILITY

In phase one of Part Three each candidate takes a long turn (2 minutes), followed by a brief response from the other
candidate.
Prompt Card (a)

(Given to Candidate A, and a copy to Candidate B)

Is change always a good thing?
• social change
• changes in personal life
• technological developments

One of thefollowing questionsfor Candidate B (1 minute);
• What do you think?
• Is there anything you would like to add?

• Is there anything you don't agree with?
• How does this differ from your experience?

One of the following questionsfor both candidates (1 minute):
• Is there something which you believe will never change?
• What would you most like to change in your life?
• What changes in society would you most like to see?

Prompt Card (b)

(Given to Candidate B, and a copy to Candidate A)

Is a certain amount of stability essential in life?
• childhood
• work
• society

One of the following questionsfor Candidate A (l minute):
• What do you think?
• Is there anything you would like to add?

• Is there anything you don't agree with?
• How does this differ from your experience?

One of the following questionsfor both candidates (1 minute):
• Is there now less or more stability in people's working lives?
• Would you describe your childhood as a stable one?
• Is society now more or less stable than it used to be?
In phase two of Part Three there is a discussion on the general topic (4 minutes).
Possible general questions for both candidates on the topic of changeand stability:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe a change which you think has particularly benefited you personally.
Describe a change which you think has been particularly bad for society.
What changes have happened in the place where you live recently?
Describe a situation which you think is particularly unstable.
What are the causes of instability in society?
Are there any disadvantages to growing up in a stable environment?
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PART ONE

FURTHER PRACTICE AND GUIDANCE

WHAT'S TESTED

In the Speaking Paper, you are required to do the following:
• have a conversation with the examiner about yourself and general social matters.
• talk about various pictures you are shown and discuss a topic arising from them, both with the
examiner and the other candidate taking the test with you.
• talk on your own about another topic, based on a question and some brief ideas printed on a card
that is given to you by the examiner.
• discuss the same topic further with the other candidate, prompted by questions from the examiner.
TIPS

Your performance in the Speaking Paper is judged according to the following criteria:
grammar - your ability to use a wide range of grammatical structures appropriately and accurately.
vocabulary - your ability to use a wide and appropriate range of vocabulary accurately in order to
convey your precise meaning and to express attitudes, opinions and abstract ideas.
· discourse management - your ability to say things which form coherent speeches and make
relevant and logical contributions to conversations. What you say should link together well, both with
other things you say, and with what the other candidate and the examiner say.
· pronunciation - your ability not only to pronounce what you say so that it can easily be understood
(although you do not have to try to sound exactly like a native speaker) but also to link words and
phrases together smoothly. You should speak in such a way that appropriate words and phrases are
emphasized, and the appropriate intonation is used to convey clearly the meaning of what you are
saying.
· interactive communication - your ability to demonstrate conversation skills, such as knowing when
you should speak and when it is someone else's turn to speak and keeping a conversation going by
not hesitating too much. Coming up with something to say that enables the discussion to develop
when it appears to be coming to an end before the subject has been fully covered is also important,
as is making points of your own or responding to those made by others, so that you playa full part in
the conversation.
• global achievement scale - your general performance in the Paper as a whole.
·
·

Part One: General and Social

Although this involves talking about yourself and general social matters, it is not simply a pleasant chat
that doesn't really matter - you will be assessed on your performance in this part of the Paper in just the
same way that you will be assessed in the other two parts.
You may feel that this is the only part of the Speaking Paper that you can really prepare for. However,
beware! Do not prepare a fixed speech, learn it by heart and try to repeat it. Firstly, it will not sound
natural and the examiners will know immediately that you are simply repeating something you have
learnt - this will affect their assessment of your performance. Secondly, you cannot be sure what areas
of discussion will come up - you may not be able to say anything that you prepared and therefore be
unable to give natural or coherent answers to the questions that you are asked.
However, it is worth practising talking about a range of personal and general areas of conversation that
may come up in the Paper.

FURTHER PRACTICE AND GUIDANCE
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With a partner, ask and answer questions about the following:
• where you live
• your aims for the future
• places you have travelled to

• your occupation
• learning languages
• spare time activities

• your own personality
• your preferences in the arts
• employment

• friends and family
• the media
• your social life

Part Two: Talking About Pictures
1 To talk coherently about a picture without having to point constantly to various parts of it, it is
essential to know appropriate words and phrases for describing parts of a picture.

Look at the pictures on page 171 and describe them using the phrases below. With a partner, take
it in turns to describe the content of each picture.
• in the foreground
• in the top left-hand corner
• in the top right-hand corner
• on the right-hand side
• on/to the right of ...
• at the top
• in front of ...
• next to/close to
• facing ...

• in the background
• in the bottom left-hand corner
• in the bottom right-hand corner
• on the left-hand side
• on/to the left of ..,
• at the bottom
• behind ...
• between .
• opposite .

2 When you are talking about a picture, you may need to guess or deduce what the situation is in the
picture because you cannot be completely sure. Instead of constantly using very simple phrases for
doing this, such as 'Maybe' or 'I think', try to vary the way in which you speculate on the content of
the picture.

Look again at the pictures on page 171 and try to use as many as possible of the phrases below to
introduce comments on them. With a partner, take it in turns to guess or deduce what is happening
in each picture.
• I get the impression that ...
• My impression is that ...
• I'd say ...
·1 suppose ...
• I expect .
·1 imagine .
• It would appear that .
• I've got a feeling that .
• He/ShelThey seem(s) to ...
• He/ShelThey seem(s) to have ...
• He/ShelThey seem(s) to be ...-ing
• In my opinion/view ...
• The way I see it ...
• If you ask me ...
• Judging by ..,
• It's (quite/fairly/highly) likely that ...

• The impression I get is that ...
• It looks (to me) as if/as though ...
·1 reckon ..
·1 assume .
• I guess ...
• I suspect ...
• I should think ...
• It's hard to say, but ...
• He/ShelThey must/can't ...
• He/ShelThey must/can't have ...
• He/ShelThey must/can't be ...-ing
• He/ShelThey might/could ...
• He/ShelThey might/could have ...
• He/ShelThey might/could be ...-ing
• As far as I can tell/see ...
• ... is quite/fairly/highly likely to ...
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